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Foreword
Online video is the preferred medium of content today. And as technology continues to develop, this
medium will only grow in popularity. In fact, Cisco predicts that video will account for 82% of all
internet trafﬁc by 2022.
But how popular is it today? A lot — 78% of people enjoy video content weekly and 55% daily, making
it clear that video has come to the forefront of the online world. Combine that with the fact that
YouTube has over 2 billion active viewers, and it becomes clear that videos are content of the future.
That is why more and more marketers are turning toward videos to grow their brands. Video content is
incredibly engaging, it’s sharable, and it has high reach, making it a perfect marketing tool for
businesses of all sizes. However, as potent as videos are in the marketing world, they can be quite
intimidating.
Beginner video marketers may come across many challenges — anything from dealing with camera
shyness and the elements of a successful video to the lack of know-how on professional ﬁlming techniques and video production. If you are faced with any of these problems, you’re in the right place!
In this ebook, we will teach you everything you need to know about making a killer marketing video,
including some tips on getting over camera shyness, everything you need to know to construct a
clickable, engaging, and persuasive marketing video, and various tips and tricks you can use to ensure
all your videos are top quality! So let’s jump into the wonderful world of online video and help you
become the star video marketer you were always meant to be!
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How to Get Over Camera
Shyness: From Shrinking
Violet to Video Master
Whether you’re an up-and-coming video marketer or a video content creator, the ﬁrst few times in front
of the camera are likely going to be a living hell. Whether you’re naturally introverted or just get anxious
once that red light turns on, don’t worry — you’re not a lost cause. Just because you suffer from a bit of
camera shyness doesn’t mean you should give up on telling your brand’s story through videos or pursuing
a career as a YouTuber. That’s why we’ve decided to begin with a few tips to help you get over camera
shyness so that you could start making killer videos in no time!

10 Steps You Should Follow to Get Over Camera Shyness
As daunting as getting in front of a camera might be, it will all be worth the effort once your videos
start gaining traction — trust us. Here are a few simple steps you could take to overcome camera
shyness:

1. Come to Terms With the Fact That What You’re Feeling Is Normal
First things ﬁrst, you should be aware that being camera shy is normal! Also, you’re not alone. Countless
people have felt the same before you. Even all the Hollywood stars you’re so used to seeing on the silver
screen have had this problem at one point or another! The crucial take from all of this is that if all those
people could overcome this anxiety, so can you!
But why are so many people camera shy in the ﬁrst place? Firstly, many folks suffer from public speaking
anxiety, which is part of the reason. The fear of speaking in front of an audience (despite it being virtual in
our case) can be crippling, and more people have an issue with it than you might think. A study found that
as many as 74% of people have difﬁculties speaking in public. And that translates to videos too.
The second part of the reason so many people are camera shy is stage fright. In other words, the fear of not
living up to the audience’s expectations. Whenever we are under pressure to perform, we dread failure.
That puts a lot of strain on us, which often just ends up being counterproductive. That’s why it’s essential to
combat this irrational fear as soon as possible.
The ﬁrst step toward solving any problem is identifying and coming to terms with it. That is why coming
to terms with your camera shyness is essential on your journey toward getting over it.
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2. Practice, Practice, Practice
Posture
Pronunciation
Fluency
Eliminating any ﬁller words or sounds

Don’t overlook this crucial step, even when you get more comfortable with ﬁlming your videos. By
practicing before recording, you can catch any ﬂaws in your delivery and correct them before sitting in
front of the camera to avoid embarrassing yourself.

3. Make a Script
This point is as essential as practice! Every successful video begins with a plan (unless you are an improv
genius). That is why you should write a video script and rehearse it before sitting in front of the camera.
That way, your delivery will be more cohesive and overall better organized.
Reading from a script on-camera, though, is not such a smart idea. You can do it; don’t get us wrong. It’s
just that you’d come off more naturally if you weren’t reading from an off-screen script. Trust us — your
viewers will know!

4. Get the Gist
Just because you have a script ready doesn’t mean you have to learn it by heart! Quite the contrary —
regardless of how long it is, you shouldn’t try to memorize it word for word. Instead, focus on learning the
gist of it or remember just the essential bullet points.
Not having to worry whether you’ve said something different from what’s written in the script will be a
huge stress relief. With that in mind, it will help you get over camera shyness! Also, not following the script
to the letter will make it easier to improvise if you stumble at any point. Oh, and it will also let your
enthusiasm and emotions run more freely, which your audience will love!

5. Slow Down
Are you running a marathon? No. So slow down!
Whether you are making a video ad or a YouTube video, you must remember you’re not talking to your
high-school buddy Jeff here. He might be used to your speaking speed, but not everyone is.
So don’t spew out words like a machine gun, but take it slow and steady. That will help calm your nerves
and make your videos more comprehensible. On top of that, it will signal to your users that you’re
conﬁdent in what you’re saying.
So don’t underestimate the power of taking it nice and steady!
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6. Keep a Bottle of Water at Hand
Dry mouth frequently occurs when we speak. That is particularly true for when we’re under a lot of stress or
are feeling anxious. So when you’re camera shy and are about to sit in front of one, always have a bottle of
water at hand.

7. Smile and Be Expressive
Just like in public speaking, body language plays a vital role when making videos. Body language can
help you overcome camera shyness the same way it can entirely transform your videos. But how? It’s quite
simple.
Body language is not only an indicator of what a person is feeling on the inside, but it also works the other
way. That’s right — actions like opening up your body language, using expansive hand gestures while
presenting, and smiling can inﬂuence your inner state for the better. In other words, doing that can help
you overcome your fear.
It’s truly a wonder what conditioning can do, isn’t it?

8. Dress for the Occasion but Wear Something Comfortable
We understand that the majority of you likely feel most comfortable in your PJs, but that’s why we put in
the disclaimer of “dress for the occasion.” With that in mind, it’s still essential to wear something you
enjoy. When deciding on your video attire, ask yourself the following questions:
What clothing do you ﬁnd comfortable?
Which attire makes you feel conﬁdent?
What outﬁt screams “you”?
Making yourself comfortable will make getting over camera shyness a lot easier. So by dressing conﬁdently
and comfortably, you can indeed feel more up to the task!

9. Be Yourself
Nobody enjoys artiﬁcial or soulless content. Not being yourself in your videos is a sureﬁre way to destroy
your prospects for a career in the video content industry. Luckily for you, being yourself is also one of the
easiest ways to get over camera shyness!
OK, but why is being authentic so vital? It’s simple — nowadays, there is so much online content out there
that generic and soulless content doesn’t appeal to anybody anymore. Also, consumers are more interested in hearing your story than about your products. That is why you should cater to those needs! And
what better way is there to do that than by being yourself?
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10. If You Think You Look and Sound Horrible, You Probably Don’t
Trust us — you don’t! It will take time to get used to watching yourself on a screen, but don’t get stuck in
the vicious circle of negative thoughts every time you record yourself — thoughts such as “Oh, my God.
Look at my forehead; it’s huge.” or “Holy smokes, I sound like I’m recording in a bathroom.” are understandable, but they’re probably not true. The best way to help yourself let go of these ideas is to ask a friend or a
family member to give you an opinion. Our perception of ourselves on video is often twisted and far from
reality, so getting a second opinion is always better than trusting your gut.
Similarly, avoid falling into the trap of reshooting dozens of times! The sooner you make peace with the
fact that not every video is going to be perfect, the sooner you’ll be able to relax and get comfortable on
camera. Oh, and don’t spend too much time on video production (don’t over-edit!).

Keep Creating Videos Until You Make It!
We cannot emphasize enough how crucial persistence is! Nobody has beaten camera shyness overnight,
so expect it to take some time. But as long as you don’t give up, you’re bound to get comfortable in front of
a camera sooner rather than later.
Once you ﬁnally get that out of the way, it’s time to focus on making some killer videos! But where do you
begin? What are the crucial aspects of a successful branded or marketing video? How do you approach the
video-making process? These are all the things we’re going to cover!
Now let’s start at the beginning.
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Designing a Clickable
Video Thumbnail
Regardless of your video needs or the direction you wish to take your content, you will need a video thumbnail that drives clicks! After all, a thumbnail is the ﬁrst thing your users will see when they notice your video,
so if it’s plain and uninteresting, nobody will be enticed to click it.
Yes, you can just let your video player auto-generate a thumbnail for you by taking a random frame from
your video, but that is less than optimal. Why? Because 90% of best-performing videos have custom
thumbnails, according to YouTube.
So the best place to start our journey is by teaching you how to make an enticing thumbnail to attract
viewers!
Let’s start with the basics.

What Is a Video Thumbnail?

A video thumbnail
is an image
or a short video that appears over your content before a user even clicks on
What
Is a Video
Thumbnail?
it. Essentially, a video thumbnail is your poster child; it is something that should represent the very
essence of your content and compel the users to want to consume it.

If you’ve ever seen movie posters or billboard advertisements, you should have a decent idea of what you
should aim for when creating a thumbnail. Both of these serve the same purpose — enticing viewers to
action.
With that in mind, you can imagine why a random frame from your video won’t be a compelling
thumbnail. Leaving it up to the algorithm to set your thumbnail can severely impact your video’s performance. So don’t do it!
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Benefits of a Custom Thumbnail
There are many beneﬁts of custom thumbnails, but we’ll cover the most notable ones:
Thumbnails help drive clicks
Using a well-crafted video thumbnail can increase your videos’ clickthrough rates signiﬁcantly.

They help users understand your video’s topic
They are like a movie trailer; you can get a taste of what’s to come before you even start watching the
video. As you can probably imagine, that can be quite a powerful strategy for increasing your viewership.

Custom thumbnails boost your brand awareness
Many creators are easily recognizable by their thumbnail style. And if you’re a video marketer, you
can always brand your thumbnails with your brand’s logo. That way, your audience will immediately
know it’s you!

Custom thumbnails boost your brand awareness
Video SEO is a thing! And well-thought-out thumbnails can help your video get exposure on
YouTube and attract viewers. Having an optimized preview image can earn you bonus points with
the video platform’s algorithm. That can make your videos appear on YouTube’s recommendations
more often. And since 70% of YouTube’s videos are watched through the recommendations
algorithm, you’d be wise to cater to it

As you can see, you have plenty to lose by not using a custom video thumbnail. However, you can’t just slap
on any photo on your video and call it a day. There are a few things you should keep in mind if you want
your thumbnail to be successful.

The Keys Behind a Successful Thumbnail
If you want to make a compelling thumbnail that will inspire clicks, there are a few key practices to
follow. Here is the recipe for a successful video thumbnail:

A High-Quality, Polished Image
Getting just any picture for your thumbnail won’t cut it; you must pay attention to the image
quality. “But if the thumbnail is going to be tiny anyway, why should I bother ﬁnding an HD photo?”
you may ask. The answer is simple — even if the users don’t see it, the search engine will.
Also, paying attention to the photo’s colors, contrast, and brightness is imperative. Ensure the
lighting in the image is appropriate, that the background is clear and light, and that you apply the

rule of thirds during the editing process when positioning key objects in the thumbnail.

Thumbnail Text
Most killer thumbnails include text! However, using text is a slippery slope. Namely, you have to be
careful about what you write and not to overdo it. Here are a few things to keep in mind when using
text in your video thumbnails:
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Make sure your text is visible, bolded, and in all caps.
Use vivid colors to emphasize your text.
Do not use sensationalist phrases and clickbait.
Do not write more than a few words.
Consider adding text to less prominent areas of your thumbnail, such as the corners.

Here’s an excellent example of the appropriate use of text in a video thumbnail:

As you can see, the text is visible, it does
not obstruct the central object of the
image, it adequately describes the video’s
contents, and it stands out from the
background. As long as you stick to the
guidelines above, you should have no
problem implementing text incorrectly.

Adequate Image Size
You should probably be aware by now that various social media platforms have different image-size guidelines.
The same applies to YouTube thumbnails! Here are YouTube’s image size speciﬁcations:
Resolution

1280x720 (minimum 640-pixel width)

Supported Image Formats

.JPG, .GIF, .PNG, and .BMP

File Size

< 2 MB

Aspect Ratio

16:9

Adhering to these guidelines will put you in an advantage over your competition in the eyes of YouTube’s
algorithm. Oh, and if you’re using a video platform other than YouTube, you will have to check its image
guidelines yourself as they might differ.

Branding
Another critical aspect of a successful video thumbnail is branding. As we’ve already mentioned, individual
creators can sometimes be easily recognized solely from their thumbnail style. However, the easiest way to make
your videos evoke your brand’s image is by including your logo or brand name! Here’s an example of a record
company branding their label’s music videos:
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The logo is perfectly tucked away in the
corner of the video preview while
remaining visible. Here’s another
example, this time from the Insider.

The logo is perfectly tucked away in the corner of the video preview while remaining visible.
Here’s another example, this time from the Insider.
This time, we have a different type of video, but the branding is still crystal clear. So what can we
take from these examples?

Make your logo prominent but
not obtrusive.
Placing your branding in a corner
is always a safe bet.
Don’t use contrasting colors for
branding as it might distract the users
from the rest of the thumbnail.
Don’t overdo it!

If you consider these points whenever uploading thumbnails with your logo on them, you’ll be on
a sureﬁre road to success!
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Emotion
Finally, using emotions in your thumbnails is one of the easiest ways to attract clicks. But what do
we mean by that? Let’s take a look at an example:

People crying might be an extreme
example, but any kind of shock, surprise,
astonishment, happiness, or similar work
wonders. However, be extremely careful
not to abuse this! If you use emotions in
your thumbnails to mislead your viewers
or overdramatize the contents of your
video, you will only end up annoying
them and making them leave quickly.

Making a Custom Thumbnail
When it comes to creating thumbnails themselves, the best way to approach the process would
be by using a video thumbnail maker. These are graphic design programs or tools that you can
use to put together an intuitive thumbnail image. There are many video thumbnail makers out
there, but here are a few excellent ones you can try:

Adobe Spark
Did you know that you can create a powerful video thumbnail in a matter of minutes? Yes, that’s
true — you only need Adobe Spark. This popular video thumbnail maker offers an easy creation
process and states that you don’t need graphic design skills to use it.
Indeed, Adobe Spark is user-friendly, and it won’t take you long to come up with a perfect video
thumbnail. Adobe Spark has unlimited creative possibilities, primarily as it provides you with an
extensive library of templates. In fact, the whole process is straightforward.
However, if you use the free Starter plan, you’ll notice that it features a limited number of templates, photos, and icons. If you want to enjoy this amazing tool to the fullest, you’ll need to
upgrade and pay for its other plans.
Ever since its release in 2016, Adobe Spark has been enjoying popularity around the world. So we
suggest that you try it out and see whether it’s worth the hype. For now, let’s move to another
video thumbnail maker.
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Canva
You’ve probably heard about this video thumbnail maker. After all, more than 30 million monthly
active users utilize this tool in over 190 countries.
Canva is one of the best and most popular online graphic design tools today. It is suitable for
professional and amateur designers who want to make high-quality visuals, including video
thumbnails. To quote Canva, you’re able to design anything without any hitch.
While creating your thumbnail, you’ll have access to free stock photos, backgrounds, texts,
frames, and many other features. Also, you’ll master Canva’s interface within minutes! But if you
need any help, this company offers courses and tutorials as well. It seems that Canva wants you
to ace video thumbnail making!
There is a free plan you can use, but it comes with limited features. So if you want to make the
most of Canva, we suggest you go over its paid plans such as Enterprise, Pro, or Education. You’ll
quickly see that Canva is popular because even non-designers can make engaging graphics in
just a few minutes.

FotoJet
FotoJet is incredibly popular among graphic designers. This video thumbnail maker states that
anyone can become a pro designer as long as they are using it. So why not try it out?
Users have access to an extensive gallery of templates, posters, banners, and much more.
FotoJet features everything you need to create a clickable video thumbnail. There are powerful
design and editing tools that allow you to produce high-quality results in just a few moments.
With this platform, you can create a professional design, even if you don’t have any experience.
FotoJet also comes with an advanced thumbnail creator tool that enables you to tweak photos
any way you want. So adding ﬁlters, resizing, or cropping your images becomes as easy as one,
two, three. This tool has an intuitive interface that doesn’t require any technical know-how,
allowing you to make stunning thumbnails without any issues.
You don’t even need to create an account to use FotoJet. Just access the website and start the
process immediately. And if you want more premium features, upgrade to one of the paid plans.
This video thumbnail maker, like others on our list, is well worth your time!
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Fotor
Most marketers know that an eye-catching thumbnail will stop their target audience from scrolling past their videos on social media. Fotor is also aware of this, which is why it offers advanced
photo-editing features. After all, sleek graphics are vital for marketing today.
Fotor gives you access to spectacular themes from all over the world. You can use them to make
thumbnails that will tempt internet users to click your videos. By using Fotor, you’ll also get a
smooth interface that enables you to edit your thumbnails and other visual elements. This video
thumbnail maker is easy to use, meaning you don’t need to be a tech whizz to master it!
With the Basic plan, you get access to a small number of features. But, if you upgrade to the Pro
plan, you’ll be able to enjoy a seamless experience with Fotor!

Pixelied
Pixelied is another fantastic, easy-to-use design tool that doesn’t require any technical
know-how. Both experienced and novice graphic designers can utilize Pixelied to create social
media photos, blog featured images, or headers. The tool supports all major social media
networks, including Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, and LinkedIn. So making visuals for these
platforms will be a piece of cake, thanks to Pixelied!
You can utilize Pixelied as a video thumbnail maker as well! It offers a wide variety of templates
that can take your thumbnail game to the next level. But you can also upload your own images
and enhance them with this tool. Add text-shadow, crop photos, or add numerous ﬁlters to
ensure your video thumbnails are more eye-catching!
Pixelied allows users to easily manage their workspace by categorizing their designs and organizing them into folders. Your every design will be one click away, and you won’t have any trouble
ﬁnding your photos with this tool! So learn the ideal YouTube thumbnail size, access Pixelied, and
start attracting your viewers’ attention!
Pixelied comes with two plans — Free and Pro. The former gives you access to over 200 templates,
while the latter enables you to use all premade templates this tool offers. If you want to use all
Pixilied’s features, we suggest you choose the Pro plan.

Snappa
Adobe Spark promises that you can create a thumbnail in just a few minutes. But Snappa takes
things further by promising a completed thumbnail in less than 60 seconds! Someone start the
clock!
Snappa is another quick and easy-to-use video thumbnail maker on the market. Like its competitors, it also offers a wide range of premade templates, high-quality photos, and customizable
backgrounds, which you can use to create clickable thumbnails. You just need to open a free
account, and you’ll be able to start designing.
12
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What’s more, if you’re tired of using existing templates, you can create one from scratch with
Snappa. Use the available visuals or upload your own to make a thumbnail. Your visuals can
stand out with the help of Snappa, as it provides limitless options to customize them. You can add
effects, create shapes, or insert any text you want.
This video thumbnail maker offers three plans, each of them suitable for different design requirements. The Starter plan is aimed at those who’re just looking for a free thumbnail maker. But, if
you need more features, you should go for one of the paid plans.

Regardless of whether you’re creating a thumbnail for a promotional video for your marketing campaign or are making an explainer video to help your audience, using one of
these video thumbnail makers will be an excellent choice.

Useful Thumbnail Tips
Before we move on, we wanted to give you several more tips for creating more compelling
thumbnails. So before you upload your video, double-check your thumbnail according to these
following.

Don’t Use Clickbait
We can never emphasize this enough — using clickbait in your thumbnails can severely irritate
your audience. And if your viewers get annoyed, they may never return! So trust us when we
say - clickbaiting your thumbnails is not worth it. It might show positive results in the short-term,
but this strategy is not sustainable and will negatively affect your viewership in the long run. This
practice even made it to our list of the worst YouTube trends, so that should tell you plenty!

Don’t Be Afraid to Experiment With Animation
If you’re creating videos on a platform that allows for animated thumbnails, go for it! Using
dynamic imagery is much more alluring than even the best of static thumbnails, so you’d be wise
to take advantage of that!

Emojis Are Your Friends
Emojis in thumbnails are all the rage nowadays, so you should use that! There are a few things to
keep in mind, though, when incorporating them:
Make sure they ﬁt the theme or the emotional tone of your video.
Don’t make them too big.
Don’t use too many.
Make them subtle and less prominent than the central object of the thumbnail.
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You should keep these things in mind to not accidentally come off as clickbaity or overly dramatic.
That could just create the opposite effect and annoy your viewers.

Inspire Clicks With Killer Thumbnails!
Now that you’re equipped with all the know-how you need to create some incredible thumbnails,
you’d better get some practice! Even if you don’t see much success with your ﬁrst few works,
always remember that making thumbnails is all about trial and error. As long as you use all the
tips and resources we gave you, we’re sure it won’t take long before you become a thumbnail
generating machine!
Now that we’ve gotten ﬁrst impressions out of the way, it’s time to talk about your videos themselves. Let’s start at the beginning.

Reeling Your Viewers In
With a Compelling Hook
Your video’s thumbnail is what will make your viewers click on your video, but a hook is what will keep
them watching! Whether you are a content creator or a video marketer using video advertising to promote
your brand, how you begin your video can be crucial to its success. So what are the most effective ways of
starting your videos? How can you ensure you get the most out of your ﬁrst few seconds?
That’s what we’re going to ﬁnd out! Let’s begin by mentioning the golden rule of writing hooks.

The 5-Second Rule
This rule means what you think it means; you have ﬁve seconds to get your viewers’ attention! But why so
little? Because people’s attention spans are now shorter than ever. Research has shown that an average
person’s attention span is now eight seconds, which is even lower than that of a goldﬁsh!
That is why you need a compelling hook to reel your audience in. Regardless of whether you’re making
videos for your YouTube channel or a short-form video ad for your marketing campaign, you will want your
viewers to stick long enough to get your message across.
That’s where a compelling hook can help you! Let’s see what kind of hooks you can use to get your viewers’
undivided attention.
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8 Attention-Grabbing Hooks You Can Use in Your Videos
1. Start With a Fascinating Fact
Did you know that the woolly mammoth was still living and breathing while the pyramids were
being built? Or how about the fact that there are more possible iterations of a chess game than
atoms in the known universe? Would you be interested in learning more? We sure would!

As you can see, piquing one’s curiosity is a sureﬁre way of grabbing their attention. By playing
on your viewers’ innate curiosity and desire for learning, you can easily engage them and keep
them around.
That is not the only beneﬁt of opening with an interesting fact! You also build your credibility in
the viewers’ eyes, which will make them more likely to trust you. And if they trust you, they’re
more likely to answer your CTA.
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2. What If…
This hook is as old as time, but that doesn’t make it any less effective! Quite the contrary — bringing up a hypothetical situation is one of the easiest ways to engage your audience. Once again,
this hook sparks intrigue in the viewers’, making them want to keep watching. After that, you can
take the video in any direction you want!

3. Surprise Them
Don’t we all love surprises? Well… at least if they’re of the pleasant kind. Nonetheless, seeing
something unexpected will incite a reaction! Regardless of whether it is positive or negative, you
will be better off than not producing any.

Here’s an excellent tip for making an awe-inspiring surprise hook — start with a cliché, then hit
them hard in the gut (metaphorically). You’ll be getting more viewers to stick around in no time!
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4. In Medias Res
We’re not trying to sound presumptuous here, but everyone should know what this principle of
“into the midst of things” means. In layman terms, cut to the chase! Nobody wants to listen to you
go off on a tangent in a dragged out introduction. If what you have to say is worth your viewers’
attention, there’s no need to ﬂuff it up. You should get to your point immediately. Trust us — your
audience will thank you for it.

5. Start With a Problem & Offer a Solution
Nobody cares about your cleaning product’s chemical compositions, or if it’s more environmentally friendly (well, most people don’t) than your competitors’. People care about how what you’re
offering can help them! Can it clean deep stains? Good. Can it deal with those pesky spills? Even
better!

These are the things you should focus on when making this kind of hook. And the more comprehensive a demonstration you can include in your ﬁrst ﬁve seconds, the more likely you will be to
keep the right audience watching.
But what do we mean by the right audience here? This type of hook won’t necessarily increase
your average view time since most people will immediately know they’re not interested in your
product if it’s not their cup of tea. However, those who may become paying customers will be
more likely to stay until the end. After that, you’ll be but one step away from converting them!
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6. Open With a Joke
Humor makes the world go round! Or… was it something else? It doesn’t matter! You can never
have enough laughter. After all, a funny opener is always an excellent way to strike up a conversation, so a funny hook is as equally as effective at piquing your audience’s interest.
Regardless of whether you’re in a casual or a professional setting, cracking a joke or throwing a
pun is the perfect way to break the ice and get on your viewers’ good sides. So don’t be afraid to
include some wit in your hook!

7. Ask a Question
Sure, this type of hook might seem bland and academic, but it’s on this list for a reason. If you’re
ever in a rush and need to shoot some content quickly, this hook could be your go-to solution.

Sometimes, even the simplest of actions, such as asking your viewers about a particular situation or problem, could intrigue them enough to keep their attention until the punchline. Asking
a question is particularly useful if you combine it with solving a viewer’s problem. So if you can
combine these two, you’ll have yourself an easy recipe for success.
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8. Hint at a Story
If you’ve ever watched any TV series, you’ve undoubtedly felt the urge to throw a chair at the TV
screen a few times (or many) because an episode ended on a nail-biting cliffhanger. And no, we’re
not talking about the Sylvester Stallone movie, but the annoying habit of ending shows at crucial
plot points just before getting a resolution. Regardless, you get our point.
But how can you apply this principle to your video’s hook? It’s quite simple — introduce your
viewers to a story! More likely than not, they will stick around to learn more. It is in human nature
not to wish to leave things unﬁnished. That is why intriguing them with a hint of a more
in-depth story will encourage them to stay and learn more about what you have to say.

3 Bonus Tips to Keep in Mind
Regardless of whether you’re ﬁlming a video for your YouTube channel or aiming to create a
compelling video ad, here are three things you should keep in mind:
Use Text (Include Captions)
More and more browsers nowadays automatically mute videos on playback. On top of that, a
study shows that many mobile users watch videos without audio. That is why you should
include text in your hook or turn on captions. Otherwise, you run the risk of missing out on a
signiﬁcant portion of your audience.

Be Passionate
If you aren’t passionate about your work, it’s going to be evident. And who wants to watch a person who
can barely get themselves to do their job? That’s right — nobody! Your personality and enthusiasm need
to resonate with your audience, so make sure you showcase your passion for your work. We’re conﬁdent
it will make a huge difference!

Use Strong Emotions
Make them laugh, make them cry, make them… want to watch more? We might have butchered
this quote a bit, but you get the point. Humans are emotional creatures, so using that to your
advantage is essential. If you strike the right chord, you’re sure to ﬁnd your video’s views skyrocket!
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Throw Them the Bait, and They Will Bite
Having a compelling hook can make all the difference in your videos’ success. It is essential to inciting
curiosity in your viewers and compelling them to stick around. However, regardless of your hook’s potency,
it is nothing if your entire video isn’t engaging. That is why the next stop on our journey is to learn the most
effective way of making your audience keep their eyes glued to your content!

Using Video Storytelling to
Keep Your Viewers Engaged
and Market Your Brand
No longer is storytelling in videos a niche technique marketers use to grab their audiences’ attention.
Nowadays, it has become an essential part of both video advertising and creative content. Not even sales
pitches are void of storytelling elements today!
But what is it that makes telling a story such a powerful marketing method? Three notable reasons come
to mind:

It’s engaging
Grabbing and keeping your viewers’ attention is the most signiﬁcant challenge most marketers face nowadays. People’s attention spans are shortening by the day, so visual storytelling is becoming more valuable than ever.

Stories are easier to relate toStories are easier to relate to
Establishing an emotional connection with your consumers is imperative for building brand trust and
encouraging brand loyalty. That is where telling a compelling and moving story can help you!

It’s cost-effective
There are plenty of ways to create a high-quality video on a budget nowadays. All you’ll need is a
bit of creativity, and you’ll be practically all set!

With all of the above in mind, it should be easy to see why storytelling is such a potent tool for making your
viewers stick around longer. So if you wish to maximize your video’s chances of success, telling a relatable
and compelling story is the way to go!

What to Think About When Making Storytelling Videos
Creating a compelling story is by no stretch an easy task, especially when it’s supposed to reﬂect your
brand and its values. However, that doesn’t make it impossible! But the story itself is not the only factor you
will need to keep in mind. Here are seven vital things you will have to think about when making storytelling
videos:
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Target Audience
The ﬁrst step on any marketing journey is identifying your target audience. The same principle applies
when creating storytelling videos. If you don’t know who will watch your content, how are you supposed to
tailor it to them?
What we’re trying to say is that even stories can be ﬁt or unﬁt for particular audiences. Children, teenagers, or adults don’t enjoy the same reading material (in general), so why would you think they’d enjoy the
same videos? In other words, you will have to adapt your story to suit your target audience.
For instance, if your brand targets millennials, the story you’ll need to tell will have to resonate with them.
So picking a theme like the struggles of the divorce process would not appeal to them.
If your video fails to impress your target audience, your video marketing campaign won’t get far

Purpose
Before you start recording, you should ask yourself what you want to accomplish with your video. Are you
looking to raise brand awareness? Are you interested in driving conversions? Or do you want your users to
act on your CTA?
Depending on your aspirations, you will have to tell a different story. So ensure you have a clearly deﬁned
goal before you begin making your content!

Narrative
Your content’s narrative is a crucial part of video storytelling; it is your content’s bread and butter! If your
narrative lacks in any regard, your video is likely to be a failure. So don’t try to skimp on it! Take all the time
you need to brainstorm and no less.
There are three primary things you will need to consider during the process:
Plot
The structure of your story.

People
Who will be the characters in your story, and how do they relate to your consumers?

Place
Your story’s setting and how it will shape the narrative.

We suggest you grab a pen and paper, jot down some ideas, then get your colleagues’ opinions on the
best ones — that is the best way to minimize the risk of missing out on something!
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Format
Now that you have the outline for your story, the next thing you have to decide is your video format. There
are many different styles of videos marketers can use, all of which are effective in their own ways. Will you
make a live-action storytelling video or an animated one? It’s tough to tell. The determining factors will
most often be your:
Deadline
Budget
Expertise
Ensure you decide on the appropriate video type by taking the above into account. If you fail to do so,
you’re likely to stumble on a few hurdles along the way.

Distribution
The next step is to plan your video’s distribution. That entails ﬁguring out what platforms you’re going to
upload it to. Luckily for all marketers out there, there are plenty of video syndication platforms you can use
to distribute your video story. Some of the obvious choices are video sharing platforms like YouTube or
social media networks like Facebook. Overall, you can’t go wrong with either.
These aren’t your only options, though. If you are a website owner, you might ﬁnd that a white-label video
player might be a more suitable option for you. You can use some of these affordable video players for
businesses to embed your video on your website and enjoy full control over its monetization and branding.
The choice will entirely depend on your brand’s needs, so take your time to reﬂect on it.

Promotion
After your video goes live, it’s time to promote it! When it comes to promotion, you will have various
options. The most obvious one is going to social media and using the enormous reach it has. An excellent
example would be that of Facebook. Did you know that people view over 4 billion videos on the platform
daily? That just proves how lucrative Facebook is for video marketers.
Another option you have is to promote your storytelling video through digital video advertising. The
digital realm is vast, and there are plenty of video ads on websites and other videos out there. So why not
jump onto the bandwagon and follow the trend? According to the latest data from IAB, the digital video
ad spend is on the rise, and it’s predicted to only continue growing. That means more and more people are
starting to realize the potential of this form of advertising. That would be the perfect time to get the edge
over your competition!
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Budget
Last but not least is your marketing budget. It might seem like a no-brainer, but you’d be surprised how
many marketers fail to predict their video marketing spendings. As we’ve already mentioned, you don’t
need to have a substantial budget to make a storytelling video. However, you still need to be proﬁcient at
setting and sticking to a particular sum!
The costs of video production, actors, and various editing tools can quickly pile up and catch you by
surprise if you’re inexperienced. So we’d advise you either start small or pay special attention to budgeting until you get the better hang of things.

Best Practices When Making Compelling Storytelling Videos
Now that we’ve pointed out everything you should consider when making storytelling videos, we’ve
prepared some useful advice for you. Here are seven tips you can apply to your video-making process to
make your content stand out:

Make an Exciting Story Arc
It’s easy to say, “make your story exciting,” but it’s challenging to give tangible advice on doing it! There are
a few things you should keep in mind, though. Here are some common elements of many viral marketing
videos of recent years:
The stories they tell are full of twists and turns.
They often use humor in their story arcs.
Some of their stories are often outright absurd.
They tackle easily relatable topics.
However you look at it, you must keep your viewers’ eyes glued to the screen, so be as creative as possible.
Oh, and don’t be afraid to experiment!

Show, Don’t Tell
This piece of advice is a popular one among writers, but it can (and should) also be applied to your storytelling videos. But what does it mean exactly? It means that you should tell your story using visuals, not
words.
That doesn’t mean you shouldn’t use words — far from it! It just means that your primary focus should be
on the visual aspect of your content. After all, why did you even pick video as your storytelling medium if
not to use its most notable strength — visual appeal?

Keep It Compact
Do you remember when we talked about people’s shortening attention span? That’s right — no matter
how engaging your story is, few people will stay to watch a 20-minute video in its entirety. That is why the
best thing you can do is keep your video as short as possible!
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Ideally, your video should be no longer than 2–3 minutes if you want to maximize the number of people
who stick around until the end. We know it might sound challenging to accomplish such brevity, but
believe us when we say — it’s not. That too is a skill you can learn with a little practice! So keep making
videos, and being brief will become second nature to you quickly.

Use Emotions to Your Advantage
When creating videos with stories, emotions are your friend. The reason is that people consume content
they can relate to, and that is where emotions come into play!
By creating highly emotional videos and including relatable characters, you will establish a connection
with your customers and earn their trust. Also, emotions inﬂuence our decision-making process, which is
an incredible opportunity for marketers to drive sales. A well-thought-out video ad can rake in high conversion rates!

Use the Power of Music
Picking the right soundtrack for your storytelling video is essential for setting the right mood. Also, music
can completely transform your storytelling efforts if it complements the video adequately.
Incorporating the right type of music can help with your goal of emotionally charging your viewers. Just
like there is music that makes us happy or sad, you can take advantage of that to evoke those feelings in
your viewers.
Depending on your story’s narrative, these (or other) emotions could prove beneﬁcial for your marketing
goals.

Make the Most of Editing
Last but not least, the visual appeal and the quality of your video are imperative! If your content is poorly
produced, it will be evident, and it will ruin the user experience. Contrary to poorly-edited videos, content
with excellent special effects and well-executed edits that complement the story can signiﬁcantly
improve the user experience.
So if your goal is to make the best storytelling video possible for your audience (and it should be), ensure
you have a skilled video editor and a video editing tool with sufﬁcient functionality to meet your needs.

Video Storytelling Examples
Before we move on, let’s look at some fantastic examples of storytelling in videos to help inspire you! Here
are three examples of heartfelt ads that use the power of storytelling to pack quite a punch:
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Make It (Squarespace)

Watch Video Here

This video takes an interesting take on a story-driven ad. What Squarespace and Keanu Reeves do here is
turn a seemingly mundane and dull task (creating a website) into an adventure. The setting, narrative tone,
and even Keanu’s acting prowess masterfully identify making a website with something grandiose and
emotional. Brilliant work indeed!

Reader (Bell’s)

Watch Video Here
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This heartwarming ad is what we talked about when we advised you to use the power of emotions in your
videos. The brand here relies on this intense and deep emotion to connect with the viewer, so they insert
themselves in the ad at the end. That way, the viewers can associate that emotion and this story with the
brand the next time they come across it.

Will Finds a Way (Under Armor)

Watch Video Here

This sportswear brand’s ad is packed with emotions and positivity. Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson’s inspirational narration and retelling of other real people’s stories resonates with the viewer, making this video
incredibly effective at getting its message across. Another notable thing you can notice is the brand’s
absence from this video. That is a common practice in storytelling videos because brands often rely on the
emotions and the message that their video conveys to make people remember them. In the case of this ad,
they’ve executed it perfectly!

Ensure Your Video’s Success Through the
Power of Video Storytelling
The only sureﬁre way to keep your viewers watching is to engage and entertain them, and there is no
better way to do that than through the power of video storytelling! The above tips will help you get an idea
of what you should aim for. Although, your creativity is what will matter the most at the end of the day. So
don’t forget to put your thinking hat on before you get to writing your script!
However, storytelling isn’t the only technique you can apply to make your videos successful. Sometimes,
your goals might be to persuade your audience rather than emotionally resonate with them. With that in
mind, let’s take a look at some techniques you can use to make your videos more persuasive.
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Methods and Techniques to
Make Your Videos More
Persuasive
Most marketers and content creators are faced with the challenging task of convincing their viewers daily.
Whether they are trying to sell a product or make people subscribe to their channels, the result is the same
— they have to be as persuasive as possible.
But even if you’re not a skilled speaker, don’t worry. Persuasion is a skill that can be learned, although it
requires time and effort. However, as long as you persistently practice and keep the basics we’re going to
teach you in mind, you will see an increase in your conversion rates in no time.
Oh, and if the majority of your content revolves around persuasion, you will ﬁnd this section particularly
useful, as we have decided to take a rhetorical approach to the topic at hand.
Without further ado, let’s get into it!

Using Rhetoric to Persuade Your Viewers
“Rhetoric is the art of ruling the minds of men.” — Plato

We know that Plato’s deﬁnition of rhetoric sounds oppressive, but there is much more to it than that.
Rhetoric has existed for well over 2.5 millennia, and it is the study (and art) of writing and speaking
persuasively. Although Plato emphasized conﬂict in his deﬁnition of rhetoric, the primary purpose of this
art of persuasion is not malicious. Rhetoric aims to educate, inform, and persuade or motivate one’s
audience.
We have to acknowledge that rhetoric is, in a way, a double-edged sword since it can be abused. But we’re
not going to do that here (and we advise against doing that yourself). Our focus will be to show you how
you can use rhetoric as a tool to come across as more persuasive in your videos.
Let’s begin with the basics.
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The Three Appeals
When recording your video, your goal is to change your audience’s perspective or simply reinforce your
current stance on something in their minds, right? So what is the best way for a speaker to do that? The
answer is simple — by using the three modes of persuasion, aka rhetorical appeals. Incorporating these
modes in your videos will help you persuade your audience effectively and with greater ease. But what are
these three appeals? Let’s ﬁnd out!

Ethos — Ethical Appeal
The purpose of every speech, presentation, or advertising video is to capture your audience’s attention and
persuade them of something. But what is essential for any such attempt? Establishing credibility!
Are your viewers just supposed to take your word for anything you say? No, and they won’t. That is why
appealing to ethos is the ﬁrst step toward becoming more persuasive. In essence, ethos shows your
audience that the speaker is knowledgeable on the topic they’re talking about.
OK, but how do you establish ethos? It’s not that challenging, so here’s some advice:
Promote yourself in front of your audience
(Are you a CEO? — say it; Do you have a few publications to your name? — list them.)

Illustrate how you’re applying your own advice using personal stories.
If you’re using facts or quotes to build your credibility, make sure they’re from reliable sources.
Always present both sides of the argument.
Don’t be biased
(learn to agree to disagree with peers).

Never go back on your promises.
And don’t forget to appeal to ethos at the beginning of every video!

Pathos — Emotional Appeal
Humans are emotional creatures, which is why appealing to their emotions is an excellent way to make
them more likely to accept your opinions or act upon your requests. In essence, pathos is precisely that —
using emotions to build a connection with your audience. So how can you best appeal to pathos? Here
are a few handy ways:
Use emotionally charged language that resonates with your audience
(analogies and metaphors are an effective way to add impact to your language).

Ensure the emotions you’re evoking ﬁt your context
(positive feelings for your claims, negative for your rivals’).

Visual aids are a potent way of illustrating your points and getting an emotional response.
Telling your viewers a story is a fantastic way to create a personal connection with them.
Hint at a positive future if they follow your proposed course of action.
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The best way to approach appealing to pathos is to spread your appeals throughout your video. So don’t
forget to plan your video carefully before recording!

Logos — Logical Appeal
As the name suggests, logos represents your appeal to logic by relying on your viewers’ intelligence and
by providing tangible evidence to support your point of view. The reason logos is an integral part of any
successful persuasive speech is that it’s essential to present yourself as knowledgeable and credible. Cold,
hard facts are impossible to ignore in any conversation. Here are a few easy ways to appeal to logos:
Use comprehensive language
(if your viewers have trouble understanding you, your efforts won’t have the desired effect. Use visuals like tables
and charts to illustrate your points better).

Include the opposing perspective, disambiguate it, and prove why yours is superior.
Make sure your arguments are logical.
Be direct and speciﬁc
(leave no room for misinterpretation).

Cite credible sources and industry experts.
As you might have already concluded, logos is best used in combination with ethos. However, don’t forget
to incorporate it into other aspects of your video too! After all, it is an essential part of every successful
persuasion.

Tips to Remember When Trying to Persuade Your Audience
Let’s go over a few vital tips that could help you persuade your audience. Here are a few ways you can
further improve your persuasiveness:

Assess and Identify With Your Audience
Varying types of audiences require different approaches to your persuasion techniques. That is why you
must identify your target audience and ﬁgure out the best way to resonate with it. Are you targeting
primarily young folk? Are your viewers predominantly male or female? What is the average age of your
audience? What about their education level?
These are all vital questions to ask yourself so that you could adapt your strategy. It’s best to give you an
excellent example of how different techniques are better suited for different audiences.
You’d likely be better off using more complex and wow words when trying to persuade a more educated
audience. Those people are likely to appreciate a more sophisticated manner of speech. On the other hand,
a less-educated audience will be more easily persuaded by using simple, easy-to-understand language.
Also, repetition is an effective way of appealing to those kinds of viewers.
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Mind Your Body Language
55% of interpersonal communication is nonverbal, making body language one of the most important
factors of persuasiveness. If you’ve ever watched an inexperienced speaker, you must have immediately
noticed it. Why? Probably because of their body language.
When under a lot of stress, people’s bodies tend to cramp up. That is why you mustn’t allow that to
happen. Luckily, you have the luxury of shooting a video, so you can always do a second or third take to ﬁx
any errors. Overall, here are a few useful body-language tips to follow when you shoot your next video:
Maintain eye contact
(with the camera).

Open up your body language
(relax and spread out a bit).

Use expansive gestures.
Smile.
These sound simple, don’t they? That’s because they are! We’re sure you won’t need long to accustom
yourself to these practices.

Use Rhetorical Devices
The key to persuading your audience lies in using plenty of rhetorical devices. Rhetorical devices are tools
that help you in the modes of persuasion we’ve mentioned above. They are techniques you can use to
make yourself come across as more persuasive.
Using rhetorical devices is the most natural way of maturing as a speaker and content creator and can be
crucial to making a successful video. We have prepared an extensive list of the most-used rhetorical devices
alongside some examples of their use to help you out:
Rhetorical Device

Deﬁnition

Example

Alliteration

Alliteration entails repeating
the same consonant sounds in
neighboring words or syllables.
This rhetorical device is prominently used in literature,
nursery rhymes, tongue
twisters, and even brand
names.

Krispy Kreme, wild and woolly,
Peter Piper picked a peck of
pickled peppers.

Allusion

Allusion entails referencing a
person, an event, or a place.
The person or object referenced usually requires no
further explanation because
they’re widely known.

I can’t beat Josh up — I’m not
Mike Tyson.
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Rhetorical Device

Deﬁnition

Example

Ampliﬁcation

Ampliﬁcation is, in essence, the
repetition of a word (often
using an extra adjective in the
process) for emphasis’ sake.

Love, real love, takes time.

Anadiplosis

Anadiplosis entails repeating
the last word of a sentence or
phrase (usually the most
prominent one) at the beginning of the next.

This public school has a record
of extraordinary reliability, a
reliability that every other
school is jealous of in the city.

Analepsis

Analepsis entails interrupting
the chronological sequence
within a story by shifting focus
toward something that
occurred prior (ﬂashback).

n/a

Analogy

Analogy is when you describe
something by emphasizing its
similarity to something else.
Commonplace analogies often
end up falling into the categories of ﬁgures of speech or
idioms.

He’s as blind as a bat.

Analogy

Analogy is when you describe
something by emphasizing its
similarity to something else.
Commonplace analogies often
end up falling into the categories of ﬁgures of speech or
idioms.

He’s as blind as a bat.

Analogy

Analogy is when you describe
something by emphasizing its
similarity to something else.
Commonplace analogies often
end up falling into the categories of ﬁgures of speech or
idioms.

He’s as blind as a bat.

Anaphora

Anaphora is a rhetorical device
that entails the consistent
repetition of the initial word in
several consecutive phrases or
clauses to achieve a poetic or
persuasive effect.

If you prick us, do we not
bleed? If you tickle us, do we
not laugh?
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Rhetorical Device

Deﬁnition

Example

Antanaclasis

This rhetorical device entails
repeating a single word within
a phrase or a sentence, with its
second occurrence taking on a
contrary or an opposite meaning to the ﬁrst.

We must all hang together, or
assuredly we shall all hang
separately.

Antanagoge

Antanagoge means making
both a positive and a negative
statement in a single sentence
to lessen the impact of both.

She is short, but pretty.

Antimetabole

Antimetabole entails repeating
phrases or words in reverse
order.

Never let a fool kiss you, or a
kiss fool you.

Antiphrasis

This rhetorical device means
purposefully using a word so
that it means the opposite of
what it represents. That is
usually done for humoristic
purposes.

Thanks for spraying me with
water when I just spent an
hour doing my hair. You are
such a funny guy.

Antithesis

Antithesis, in essence,
connects two things, usually to
signify the great importance of
any action.

That's one small step for a man,
one giant leap for mankind.

Antonomasia

This rhetorical device entails
referencing a person by an
epithet or a title instead of
their name or a proper name
to a member of a class instead
of that general term.

the Bard (William Shakespeare), Solomon (a wise ruler)

Aporia

Aporia entails a dramatized
uncertainty (real or not) for an
immediate rhetorical effect.

To be, or not to be: that is the
question.

Appositive

Appositive is inserting an extra
noun or a noun phrase next to
the subject, which serves as an
additional descriptor.

Mary, Queen of Scots, ruled for
25 years.

Chiasmus

Chiasmus entails inverting the
relationship between the
syntactic elements of adjacent
phrases.

Working hard or hardly working?
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Rhetorical Device

Deﬁnition

Example

Dysphemism

Dysphemism is a rhetorical
device used to negatively
connotate a word using an
offensive, socially unacceptable, or a degrading alternative
expression.

Looney bin (mental hospital), a
tub of lard (overweight person),
faggot (homosexual man).

Enumeratio

This rhetorical device means
proving a point by providing
details.

The hotel renovation, including
a new spa, tennis court, pool,
and lounge, is ﬁnally complete.

Epanalepsis

Epanalepsis entails repeating a
word or a part of a sentence or
a clause at the end. That is
used to reinforce the made
statement.

The king is dead; long live the
king!

Epistrophe

Epistrophe is repeating the
same word at the end of
consecutive clauses or
sentences, usually for poetic or
rhetorical purposes.

...of the people, by the people,
for the people…

Epithet

Epithet is a word, usually an
adjective, used to describe a
person or object and often
stands right next to it in a
sentence.

Richard the Lionheart, Ivan the
Terrible, Vlad the Impaler,
man’s best friend.

Epizeuxis

This rhetorical device entails
the repetition of a single for
emphasis’ sake.

Out, out, brief candle! Dad, this
ride was fun, fun, fun!

Hyperbaton

This rhetorical device entails
inverting the traditional,
idiomatic word order.

One swallow does not a
summer make, nor one ﬁne
day. When you look at the dark
side, careful you must be.

Hyperbole

Hyperbole is an evident exaggeration for the sake of
dramatic effect or humor.

I’ve told you to clean your room
a million times. I am so hungry
I could eat a horse.

Litotes

This rhetorical device is making
an understatement by using a
negative form to express a
positive trait.

You are not bad. Your face is
not ugly.
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Rhetorical Device

Deﬁnition

Example

Meiosis (Understatement)

Meiosis is presenting something to purposefully reduce its
importance, primarily to
achieve a more signiﬁcant
effect.

n/a

Metanoia

This rhetorical device entails
using a phrase or a word
denoting an object to characterize another, unrelated object
by implying shared similarities.

Your eyes are the windows to
your soul. She was a wildﬁre of
rage.

Metonymy

This rhetorical device is a type
of metaphor where you refer to
something with something
else closely related to it.

The pen is mightier than the
sword. Let me give you a hand.

Onomatopoeia

Onomatopoeia entails words
that describe things or actions
by imitating their sound.

Neigh, oink, plunk, pop.

Oxymoron

This rhetorical device is making
a two-word paradox from
contradictory words.

Cruel kindness, near miss,
deafening silence, deﬁnitely
maybe.

Parallelism

Parallelism entails using
similarly structured phrases to
create symmetry and balance.

Like father, like son.

Pleonasm

Pleonasm entails using more
words than necessary to
convey your point, usually for
the sake of emphasis.

We saw it with our own eyes,
true fact, free gift.

Simile

This rhetorical device entails a
direct comparison of two
dissimilar things using “like” or
“as.”

Skin as white as snow, eyes
blue like the sky.

Synecdoche

Synecdoche is when a part is
represented as a whole (ﬁfty
swords for ﬁfty men), a whole
for a part (society for high
society), the species for the
genus (cutthroat for assassin),
the genus for the species
(animal for a horse), etc.

n/a
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Rhetorical Device
Zeugma

Deﬁnition
This rhetorical device is when
you use a single word to
modify two others in two
varying ways.

Example
She broke his car and his heart.

Mastering the above rhetorical devices will help you become a more well-rounded and persuasive video
creator. We know that it’s a lot to swallow at once, so don’t expect to master them overnight. But take our
word for it — it will be worth the effort!

Avoid Logical Fallacies
Another crucial aspect of persuasiveness is that you must avoid logical fallacies at all costs. These are
common logical errors that undermine the logic of your argument. They are most often characterized by a
lack of supporting evidence. There are many logical fallacies you should be mindful of, but here is a list of
the most well-known ones with some concrete examples:
Logical Fallacy

Deﬁnition

Example

Ad Hominem

Ad Hominem is a direct attack
on a person or group’s character or traits instead of their
arguments. This fallacy is
particularly widespread as it’s
an emotional appeal rather
than a logical argument.

Do you really want your daughter’s wedding to be a hippie
party instead of a real procession?

Ad Populum / Bandwagon
Appeal

This fallacy wrongfully supposes that something is correct
just because many others
claim it. This fallacy is particularly problematic because it
directly discourages critical
thinking. It is also one of the
most commonly used fallacies
in advertising.

McDonald’s has serviced more
than 99 billion customers, so
you should visit their restaurant too!

Argumentum Ad Ignorantiam /
Appeal to Ignorance

This logical fallacy entails
wrongfully posing one’s
ignorance as an argument.
That does nothing but
reinforce your lack of knowledge.

Nobody has made contact
with extraterrestrial beings yet,
so they must not exist.
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Logical Fallacy
Argumentum Ad Misericordiam / Appeal to Pity

Deﬁnition

Example

This fallacy is yet another
emotional instead of logical
appeal. It creates a false
argument by evoking compassion toward someone instead
of an argument. Note that this
fallacy, in particular, is often
used to manipulate others.

Teacher, can you please give
me a higher grade?

Argumentum Ad Verecundiam
/ Appeal to Authority

This false argument entails
misusing authority by using
false or irrelevant authorities to
back up your claims.

I’m one of the most handsome
guys in town; my Mom said so.

Begging the Claim

This fallacy entails putting
forward an argument whose
validity is already presupposed
inside your claim.

God must be real because the
Bible says so, and the Bible is
from God.

Circular Argument

This fallacy entails merely
repeating what was already
claimed. This fallacy just
sounds like an argument
when, in fact, it isn’t.

You must be a law-abiding
citizen because it’s illegal to
break the law.

Either / Or

This fallacy oversimpliﬁes an
argument by reducing it to
only two sides, leaving no
possibility for any other
outcomes. This fallacy is also
known as the black-and-white
fallacy.

There are two kinds of people
in this world — those that love
jeans and those with no
fashion sense.

Fallacy of Sunk Costs

This fallacy can be quite
dangerous because it entails
the reluctance of ceasing an
action because of all the
previous investment put into it.
This fallacy is the one gamblers
often fall for when on losing
streaks.

Let’s go see that movie since
we’ve already bought the
tickets.

Genetic fallacy wrongfully
assumes that one’s place of
origin or position determines
their traits, ideas, worth, or
character.

My high-school teacher told
me the Moon landing was fake;
therefore, she must be right.

Genetic Fallacy

I’m sorry, but your work is for
no more than a C.
But I worked really hard to pass
this test, and my dad will be
furious if I don’t get at least a B.

But Mark, we have work in 30
minutes!
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Logical Fallacy

Deﬁnition

Example

Hasty Generalization

This logical fallacy assumes
that just because two chronologically sequenced events
happened one after another
that the ﬁrst one caused the
second.

My Mom and aunt recommend
Dr. Travis; he must be an
excellent doctor.

Moral Equivalence

Moral equivalence exaggerates
your minor misdeeds or
mistakes by comparing them
to major atrocities.

My boss won’t let me leave the
ofﬁce even a minute early; he’s
worse than Hitler!

Post Hoc Ergo Propter Hoc

This logical fallacy assumes
that just because two chronologically sequenced events
happened one after another
that the ﬁrst one caused the
second.

Rick often behaves violently
when I’m near. I have no clue
what I am doing to make him
so violent.

Red Herring

Red herring entails bringing up
an entirely different topic or
notion to avoid addressing the
problem at hand. This fallacy
can be challenging to identify
since the connection between
various topics can be quite
vague at times.

We will have to raise the size of
your contribution to your
health care costs by 10%. Do
know that we still offer lunches
at regular prices in the cafeteria, and we know just how
much workers love that!

Slippery Slope

This fallacy entails that if an
action A happens, it will lead to
a B, C, though X, Y, Z… This
fallacy assumes that if the
premise A happens, Z must
and will occur. These scenarios
that follow the initial premise
are usually ridiculous, with no
sufﬁcient evidence to prove
they’re likely to happen.

If I have a cheat day today and
eat this donut, I’ll probably get
another tomorrow. If I eat one
donut tomorrow, I may eat a
few the next day too. But if I do
that, I’ll soon be eating cake
and cookies every day. I’ll
quickly ruin my diet and get
morbidly obese.

Straw Man

This logical fallacy oversimpliﬁes your opposition’s point and
then attacks that weak argument. This fallacy is one of the
most widely used ones. People
most often use it when they
have a bias toward something
their opposition might be
attacking.

Tommy, no cake for you before
you ﬁnish your main course.
That’s not fair! You only love me
when I eat!
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Logical Fallacy
Tu Quoque Fallacy

Deﬁnition
This fallacy is a prevalent one,
and it’s also known as the
“hypocrisy fallacy.” Essentially,
this fallacy entails argumenting your actions or wrongdoings by pointing out others
who have done the same.

Example
You must quit smoking; it will
kill you!
Who are you to tell me? You’ve
been smoking for 40 years
now.

Knowing these fallacies like the back of your hand and eliminating them from your videos will make you
sound more persuasive to a casual listener or viewer. Not only that, but you’ll also be able to dismantle an
opposing argument with ease by calling them out on their fallacies.

Give Your Viewers a Performance
This tip is pretty self-explanatory — regardless of how well-argued and thought-out your video is, if it’s not
engaging, it won’t resonate with your viewers. So don’t hesitate to be creative and think outside the box.
Here are a few things you could do to make your persuasive video more exciting:
Tell a joke.
Make a short sketch.
Tell a funny story.
Use ﬂashy visuals.
Mimic what you’re talking about.
Don’t be afraid to experiment! That’s the only way you’ll ﬁgure out what format clicks with your viewers.

Knowing How to Persuade Your Audience
Is Key to Making Successful Videos
All of the above is a lot to take in, we understand, but who said that video marketing was easy? There is no
need to worry, though. Once you practice enough, all of these tips will become second nature to you! And
once they do, your viewer count and conversion rates will surge!
Now that we’ve covered the contents of your videos’ body, there’s one piece of the puzzle left — an actionable CTA!
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Making a Video CTA That
Packs a Formidable Punch
Whether your videos’ goal is to drive revenue or grow your audience, a call to action can make or break
their ROI. It is an essential part of any marketing video, and it is the reason you are making it in the ﬁrst
place!
Regardless of whether you’re a content creator looking to grow your audience or a marketer interested in
selling a product, you will want your audience to take action after watching your videos. Whether that
action is sharing your content on social media, visiting your landing page, or buying a product is irrelevant.
What is vital here is that constructing an actionable CTA is essential!
Let’s take a look at everything you need to know about making magnetic video CTAs!

Where Should You Put Your CTA?
This question is a tough one, as it will most often depend on your business needs and goals. In most cases,
though, you will be choosing between two options — pre-roll CTA and post-roll CTA. Let’s check out the
beneﬁts and downsides to each of these positions.

Pre-Roll CTA:
This tip is pretty self-explanatory — regardless of how well-argued and thought-out your video is, if it’s not
engaging, it won’t resonate with your viewers. So don’t hesitate to be creative and think outside the box.
Here are a few things you could do to make your persuasive video more exciting:
Pre-Roll CTA:
Pros:
All viewers will see them.
It will be more memorable as the users will be freshly focused.
Cons:
Many users will just skip it.
It can feel too assertive, which might discourage some users from ever watching your
video in the ﬁrst place.
Post-Roll CTA
Pros:
Only the most interested users will remain until the end.
Most likely to result in conversions.
Feels most natural.
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Cons:
Many users will never get to the point of seeing this CTA as only a few reach the end of a
video.
Easily skippable.
As you can see, both of these options have different positive and negative aspects, so, depending on your
business needs, you’ll have to settle for one. Depending on the type of CTA for videos you use, either of
these could end up being more suitable. For example, if your marketing video’s goal is to collect customer
testimonials or survey your audience, including a CTA at the beginning would be an excellent idea. But if
your business is looking to sell a niche product, the better call would be to settle for the post-roll CTA. That
would focus on converting only your most valuable prospects.

CTA Types and Examples
When it comes to creating the right CTA for your piece of content, you have plenty of options. Generally,
there are three major types of CTAs for videos you could consider — informational, lead generation, and
transactional. Here is a brief overview of and a few examples for each of the three:

Informational
You use this type of call to action when you want to entice your audience to look for or gain additional
information. Here are a few examples:

See More

Explore

Show Me How

Start Watching

Lead Generation
Lead generation CTAs are most effective when you’re looking to collect data on your user base, such as
name, last name, address, email, etc. Here are some examples:

Register Now

Apply Now

Try X For Free

Book Today

These CTAs invite the users to participate in an event, purchase something, or just leave their info to get
something in return. Marketers can later use that information to enhance their consumer targeting or
collect an extensive user database, which they can then use for things like creating an email campaign.
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Transactional
These CTAs focus primarily on driving as many sales as possible. That is why they are framed to encourage
consumers to make a purchase. Take a look at the following few examples:

Shop Now

Add to Cart

Don’t Miss Out!

Sign-Up

These CTAs encourage users to purchase your products and services, meaning that they are more direct
than our previous two types. These usually represent the ﬁnal step in the video sales funnel and are some
of the most common CTAs for videos out there.

Other Types of CTAs
Your CTAs don’t necessarily have to ﬁt in any of these three categories. There are many other types that
focus on a variety of different outcomes, so here are a few examples:
Enter to Win
you could invite your users to enter a competition or a giveaway you are doing.

Free Trial
offer your audience an opportunity to try your product or service before deciding to settle for it.

Fill Out a Short Form
if you’re interested in gaining feedback from your customers, why not ask them to ﬁll out a form? That could
help you improve your services, which would, in return, help you build your brand loyalty.

Watch Another Video
This CTA would invite the users to engage with more of your marketing content, helping you establish a
dedicated audience.

Ask a Question
This method is particularly effective for engaging your audience in a conversation about your brand or
products. Aside from that, you may even get some insightful feedback.

Overall, you will have to experiment a little to see which type of video calls to action works best for you, so
don’t hesitate to do that!

Tips for Creating Actionable CTAs
Now, let’s share some tips on developing highly actionable CTAs for videos yourselves.

1. Make sure your CTA complements your video’s message
Your video and call to action have to be in line, or your CTA will stick out like a sore thumb. For example, if
your consumers come across your video while looking for an explainer video and you redirect them to
another video to “learn more,” you’ve done a poor job of servicing them.
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2. Make your CTAs as speciﬁc as possible
Many brands fall into this trap of not making their CTAs accurate enough. An excellent example of a specific CTA would be “Learn More About Our Services Here” instead of “Learn More Here.”
3. Optimize your CTAs for mobile
Make sure that the action your CTAs will lead to is optimized for mobile users. The most notable example
would be if you were collecting answers to a poll or a survey. In that case, you’d have to make sure the
entire survey is visible and user-friendly on phones, or people might not even bother.
4. Make your CTA both visual and verbal
That means you should utilize the power of annotations or clickable buttons! Include them alongside the
verbal CTA you’ll feature in the content itself.
5. Make it obvious
This point might seem obvious, but many make the fatal mistake of putting their CTAs in obscure or hardly
visible places. In short, ensure it’s crystal clear that you’re inviting your viewers to take action!
6. Use strong verbs
As you’ve likely already seen from our CTA examples, you should use highly actionable verbs.
7. Communicate in your customers’ language
By speaking as your customers would, you can better identify with them.

Don’t Underestimate the Power of CTAs!
Not including a CTA in your video is detrimental to its ROI, and that is something no creator or marketer
wants to hear. So make sure you carefully consider where to place one in your video and follow the tips
above to make it a real trafﬁc magnet!
Now that we’ve covered everything from the moment you step foot in front of the camera to the very end
of your video, it’s time to move past to the video production process. Buckle up because there’s plenty
more to cover!
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Videography Tips to Turn
Your Videos Into Cinematic
Masterpieces
Whether you’re a seasoned or an amateur video maker, you can likely agree on one thing — making
professional videos is incredibly challenging! It’s indisputable that ﬁlming a fantastic video requires a lot
of skill. But nobody was born all-knowing — even pros had to hone their craft to get to their current skill
level!
However, you’re likely aware that production quality plays a signiﬁcant role in your audience’s reception
of your videos. That is why making your content look as crisp as possible is essential! But can you do that
even without years of videography experience under your belt? You sure can!
We have prepared various videography tips anyone can follow to learn to captivate their audience, develop
their ﬁlmmaking style, and bring out their videos’ hidden potential! Here are the tips you should follow to
ensure you’re only putting out high-quality video content:

Get Your Gear Together
Before you can even consider honing your videography skills, you will need some essential recording
equipment. For making videos, a camera is a crucial piece of the puzzle. Nowadays, you can get anything
from a smartphone with a decent camera to a high-end professional setup. It should be evident that the
price range of the two options will vary drastically. So we wouldn’t recommend overspending on gear if
you’re a beginner. Instead, you should use your phone or get a decent and affordable camera for videography beginners. A product you should undoubtedly consider is Nikon D3300.

This device is an affordable starter camera suitable for most aspiring video creators, so if you have a small
budget, consider getting your hands on one of these!
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Aside from acquiring a recording device, there are a few other products videographers could consider
getting at all skill levels:
A gimbal stabilizer
This product can help you keep your camera steady while shooting. This tool will allow you to shoot smooth
videos even while on the go.

External Microphone
This device will prove particularly in handy if you plan to shoot interviews or similar formats. Depending on
your interview subject, you might happen to have to ﬁlm one outside of a studio. That is where an external
microphone can boost your sound’s clarity signiﬁcantly.

A Tripod
Tripods are cheap gadgets that can help ease the burden of long, continuous shots. They can also help
stabilize your camera in such situations and even allow you to enter the frame yourself should you wish so.
These things make tripods a small but worthy investment!

Mind Your Lighting

It should come as no surprise that lighting plays a crucial role in any video. If you’ve ever held a camera in
your hand, you’re undoubtedly aware of just how signiﬁcant an impact it has on your videos’ overall quality.
So before you start ﬁlming, you should ensure that you have adequate lighting.
That means you should look at your lighting sources and their intensity and make the most of them. For
instance, if you’re working with natural light, you will have less control over it than artiﬁcial lighting. Natural
sunlight is likely the best type of lighting in videography, so our tip would be to use it whenever you can.
Unfortunately, the lack of control over natural lighting is its most signiﬁcant downside.
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If you have to shoot a video outside of a cloudy or rainy day, you will have a tough time. This kind of
unpredictability is why most ﬁlmmakers opt for artiﬁcial lighting instead. This type of lighting entails
various lamps that you can angle and adjust according to your needs and goals. An excellent example of
that would be using overhead lights to emphasize particular items or features in your shot — an excellent
cinematographic method to enhance your video’s storytelling. Also, artiﬁcial lights allow you to play with
various effects, contributing to your video’s atmosphere.
Either way, both of these approaches have their positives and negatives, so the choice is entirely up to you
and your preferences!

Choose Your Backdrop Carefully

Another vital part of every video is its backdrop. Depending on your budget and the type of content you
decide to record, you will have several decent options. Either way, the rule of thumb you should stick to is to
remove all clutter from your backdrop and ensure it’s as simple as possible.
If you are out and about and recording an interview or a documentary outside, you should strive toward
ﬁlming it in front of a simple wall. A similar principle applies to ﬁlming indoors — having a plain white wall
or a sheet behind your video’s subject is ideal. Doing so will focus the viewers’ attention on your video’s
subject as there will be no distractions in the shot.
If you want to take your video quality to the next level, though, you could invest in a green screen. With
one, you could use the chroma key technology to add wild and exciting backdrops to your videos in the
post-editing process. With a green screen, your possibilities become almost limitless. This option might not
be particularly beginner-friendly, though, and it can be quite pricey. So we wouldn’t recommend going for
this until you get your videography skills to at least an intermediate level.
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Keep Your Shots Steady
Unless you’re planning to purposefully use shaky shots (which we wouldn’t recommend), you should avoid
them at all costs! Having a shaky camera can ruin the viewers’ experience. The best way to avoid having
your camera shake during steady shots is to keep it on a ﬂat and steady surface or use a tripod.
But how do you maintain a steady camera while moving it? It’s pretty simple — move it slowly, at a consistent speed, and avoid sudden movements or stops. We know that is a challenging skill to master, but the
more you practice, the steadier hand you will have!

Switch Up the Shot Angles and the Distance
When shooting any video, switching up your ﬁlming technique is essential to maintain viewers’ attention. Using different angles and shots prevents your video from becoming monotonous, which is a
common pitfall of many newbie videographers. So don’t be afraid to spice things up and try something
new! Testing new recording techniques is a vital part of any video creator’s journey. Here are a few ideas
you could try to introduce some novelty to your ﬁlming techniques:
Use zooming to emphasize speciﬁc objects or parts of your shot.
Experiment with panning or wide shots to introduce some variety.
Use close-up, medium, and wide shots intermittently to illustrate dynamism.
Using various shots is like second-nature to pros worldwide, so you’d be wise to practice this if you want to
improve.

Be Careful How You Frame Your Shots
Poor composition and shot framing are common beginner mistakes, but they’re also incredibly easy to
notice. So if there has ever been a videography tip worth emphasizing, it’s this one — practice how you
frame your shots!
But what does that entail? It’s pretty simple — whether you’re shooting a cinematic video, a vlog, or commercial, ordering the visual elements to ﬁt your camera’s framing is essential. That will make your videos
much more appealing to the eye!
One of the most useful rules to keep in mind when thinking about frames is the rule of thirds. Sticking to
this principle can help you create smoother frames, emphasize your subject better in your shots, or create
more depth in a shot.
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Don’t Rely on Autofocus

While autofocus may seem like a godsend to many, the situation is reversed with seasoned videographers.
That is because the feature may ruin your recording at times when it’s unsure what subject to focus on in
complicated shots. That is why taking the matter into your own hands is a must if you want to hone your
videography skills.
Oh, and did we mention that manually focusing while recording can allow you to add some unique
special effects to your recordings? That’s right — you can get your storytelling to a whole new level by
utilizing techniques like rack focus.

Pay Attention to Where Your Mic Is
When recording videos, especially if you’re alone, it’s easy to overlook where your microphone is positioned.
That often happens when you don’t have a mic stand or someone to hold the microphone for you. All of
that can lead to low audio quality, which nobody wants.
That is why you should pay special attention to where your mic is positioned. Is it on your camera? Are
you using a small mic you can attach to your shirt? Or do you have an earpiece mic? Either way, you should
test your sound quality before you hit that record button!
This tip is particularly vital for videographers who often record outside. In an outdoor environment, especially when holding interviews, there are many factors (like the wind and mic positioning) that can affect
your sound quality. In such cases, knowing your mic’s position is essential to being able to adjust if you
notice the sound quality is suffering. Also, if you’re having trouble with the wind, buying a microphone
windscreen could help you deal with excess noise. Either way, preparation is essential here!
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Always Keep Editing in Mind
Last but not least, one of the most notable ﬂaws of inexperienced videographers is their short-sightedness.
Newbies often neglect to keep in mind that ﬁlming their videos is just the beginning — after that comes
the editing!
One of the most useful tips we have for beginner videographers is always to keep the editing process in the
back of their heads. Did your shot not turn out perfect but was a one-off opportunity? Don’t worry; you can
edit it to make it usable. Are you a witness to a one-of-a-kind situation but just can’t seem to get the best
angle for a quality shot? Editing can help you!
In a nutshell, editing can save you a lot of hassle. Instead of painstakingly re-recording the same shot over
and over again, you can rely on the magic of post-production! That will save you plenty of time if you keep
editing in the back of your mind.
With how far technology has gotten nowadays, there are few things you can’t do during post-production,
so don’t worry. Do keep in mind that the most advanced editing software will cost you a pretty penny,
though, so if you’re using a free or a budget program, your options might be limited. Either way, you will
have to familiarize yourself with your video editor of choice and its limits to optimize the time you spend
recording to the fullest. That will take a while, but it’ll be well worth it in the long run!

Bonus Tips

Pay Attention to What the Pros Are Doing
One of the best ways to learn just about anything is by observing the pros. The same applies to creating
video content! Watch as many videos from seasoned videographers and professional creators and dissect
their content. That will give you an excellent insight into what works and what doesn’t. After that, you can
apply those techniques to your content and proﬁt!
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Don’t Be Afraid to Fail
Failure is an unavoidable part of the learning process. No professional has ever gotten to where they are
without a series of failures! That is why practice is essential. It is the only sureﬁre way to success. So the best
thing you can do is practice, practice, practice, and be persistent! Oh, and don’t look at failure as
something negative — view it as a learning experience, and you’ll prosper in no time!

Always Have a Plan B
This tip is incredibly practical if you often ﬁlm your videos outdoors. Whenever you do that, ensure you
bring spare batteries, extra tapes, and all the necessary equipment with you! Double-check everything
before you go, and always have a plan B if something goes wrong. In other words, have multiple ideas or
video options if one of them doesn’t turn out the way you expected!

Be Persistent and Become the Video Creator You Were Always
Meant to Be!
As you can see, despite having to watch out for many things when creating videos, with enough practice
and persistence, anyone can become a seasoned ﬁlmmaker. Yes, that means you too can become a professional in time! Just follow the above tips, work hard, and don’t be afraid to fail! Your viewers will get the
word out of how much hard work you put into your content. You’ll see your brand grow in no time!
We are slowly reaching the end of our journey, but there is one more crucial thing to take care of before
calling it a day — making your video accessible to everyone!
What does that mean? Let’s ﬁnd out!

Ensuring Your Videos Are
Accessible Videos
to Everyone
When we’re talking about accessibility here, we mean optimizing your videos so that people can access
and view them easily and comfortably. If they can’t, it will spoil their experience, and you don’t want that!
And no, we’re not talking about optimizing your content for the average Joe here.
According to The World Bank, around one billion people (15% of the world’s population) have some form
of disability. And 71% of those people will simply leave a website that isn’t accessible to them. That means
you can quickly lose a considerable portion of your audience if your videos aren’t optimized for them.
The beneﬁts of optimizing videos for accessibility don’t end there, though — viewers are more likely to
engage with accessible videos overall. And the best part of it is that creating accessible videos isn’t that
challenging! It won’t take much of your time to optimize them, while the advantages of doing so are
immeasurable.
Don’t take our word for it; see it for yourself!
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How Can You Create Accessible Videos?
The internet is brimming with fantastic content, but most of it isn’t accessible to people with disabilities.
That can make them feel excluded. Luckily, brands can set up an inclusive zone by making sure they have
these three elements that lead to accessible videos:
Captions
Transcripts
Audio descriptions
Each element ensures that anyone can enjoy your video content, and we’ll tell you more about them
below!

Video Captions
Captions are one of the essential elements of accessible videos. They represent text versions of
voice-overs, dialogues, and other audio content present in a video. Captions ensure that your video is
accessible to people who are deaf and hard of hearing. But they’re also useful for non-native speakers
who ﬁnd it challenging to follow every part of the video.
Teachers use captions to help students learn the spelling of words that appear in the video. And with
captions, you can generate an interactive transcript, making it possible for viewers to click anywhere in the
transcript to watch the part where that dialogue is spoken.
There are two types of captions in the video:
Closed Captions:
They are not a part of the video, and, usually, viewers add them as a separate ﬁle. Closed captions can be
turned on or off, depending on the needs of the viewer. Online videos typically have closed captions.

Open Captions:
On the other hand, open captions are embedded directly into the online video, and viewers don’t have the
option to turn them on or off. This type is particularly suitable for social media videos because the captions
will appear as users scroll down their feed.

Why Use Captions?
Captions help you serve accessible videos to people with hearing impairments. But captions aren’t only
valuable to viewers who have hearing difﬁculties. Namely, they can be used by those in a noisy environment (for instance, if they are commuting) or in a place requiring silence (for example, if they are at the
library).
Here are some ﬁgures that illustrate how valuable captions are:
85% of Facebook videos are watched with sound off.
80% of Facebook users react negatively when video ads autoplay with sound and don’t include
any captions.
41% of videos are incomprehensible without sound or captions.
Captions increase video ad view time by 12%.
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We assume that is enough proof that your online videos are in dire need of captions!

Video Transcripts
There’s another way you can make accessible videos — with the help of transcripts.
Transcripts are similar to captions in that they offer text versions of the audio content. However, the
difference is that transcripts also describe key visual information that viewers wouldn’t be aware of without watching the video.
They make video content available to everyone, including those who cannot play the video because of
technical issues. Additionally, they are useful to those who don’t have time to watch the entire video but
want to search through its contents quickly.
For your brand, transcripts should present a serviceable alternative to your videos. Make transcripts
available by posting a link to them on your web page.
Like with captions, there are two types of transcripts you can use:
Static Transcripts:
They appear in plain text.

Interactive Transcripts:
They highlight words as people utter them in the video, making it easier for viewers to ﬁnd their place. Your
audience can also click on any word in the transcript, and they’ll navigate to that point in the clip.

Why Use Transcripts?
Transcripts ensure that everyone can watch your accessible videos. They offer the content in an alternate
format aimed at those who can’t watch or hear your videos for whatever reason. Blind people can use
assistive technology like screen readers and understand your videos, while transcripts are useful for
viewers who need to skim the content and locate relevant information. Also, they come in handy when
people don’t understand a speaker’s accent or the video’s source language.

Audio Descriptions
Audio descriptions in videos are audio tracks that narrate the relevant visual content, and they’re a
fantastic addition to accessible videos. They are aimed at creating the best possible experience for blind
and low-vision viewers.
With audio description, a voice describes the key elements, including facial expressions, character
movement, and other information essential to understanding the overall plot. Although not every video
needs an audio description, you must incorporate it if it enhances the viewer’s understanding of the
content.
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You can implement audio descriptions in the following two ways:
Build them into the video:
If there are longer pauses in the dialogue, you can add audio descriptions. You can embed them directly into
the video or add audio tracks that the viewers can turn on or off.

Create an alternate video:
If the audio description doesn’t ﬁt in with your video, you can always create an alternate video. That means
this second version of the video will include longer pauses in the dialogue to make room for audio descriptions.

Why Use Audio Descriptions?
Audio descriptions beneﬁt those viewers who cannot see your video’s whole plot by giving them added
context. By including described visuals, you ensure that all viewers go through a similar experience while
watching your clip.
Although captions and transcripts can serve various purposes, audio descriptions aren’t as multi-functional.
But they are still a vital element for making accessible videos. Sometimes, viewers only want to listen to the
audio and not watch a video because they’re driving. That’s when audio descriptions come in handy!

Accessible Is the Way to Go!
We know that the elements we mentioned above can be a bit overwhelming, but you can always hire
specialists who will produce captions, transcripts, and audio descriptions in your stead.
If you’re on a tight budget, providing transcripts is often enough to create accessible videos for someone
with a disability, so ensure you set aside some funding for that. After all, catering to your audience’s needs
by being inclusive will expand your customer base and leave an excellent impression on your entire
audience.
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Are You Ready to Make
Videos Your Competitors
Can Only Dream About?
We’ve ﬁnally reached the end of our journey. You’re now ready to go conquer the video marketing world!
We started our trip by offering you a few tips to help you get over your fear of getting in front of a camera
and become the star of your show! Just remember that no one can overcome camera shyness overnight,
so it might take a few recording sessions before you’re ready.
We have also covered all the essential aspects of a successful marketing video from start to ﬁnish. Leaving
an excellent ﬁrst impression with your video’s thumbnail will ensure you get your viewers to click. The
intriguing hook will get them interested in your content, while your story-building prowess will keep them
watching. Last but not least, your actionable CTA is what will get your audience to act upon your message!
We have also provided a unique take on making your videos more effective in our section on using rhetoric
to make your content more persuasive. At the same time, you now know what to avoid from our long list of
logical fallacies that can impede your videos’ success.
Finally, we couldn’t forget the importance of video production and accessibility! By following our videography tips, you will ensure you produce only top-quality content for your viewers while making them accessible to a diverse audience will earn the love and respect of a wider user base, which is sure to propel your
brand to stardom!
We wish you the best of luck on your video-making journey! Now go make some killer videos!
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About Brid.TV
Brid.TV is an online video platform and monetization solution that was founded in 2018. Ever since, we
have been devoted to helping online publishers grow and monetize their video content. With our two
offices in Los Angeles (US) and Belgrade (SER) and a team of about 30 employees, we’ve quickly made
a name for ourselves in the online video industry.

Start Your Video
Marketing
Campaign With Us

Check Out Our Video
Marketing Blog

Visit Our Website
and Follow Us on
Social Media
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